2000 volvo 850

The Volvo is a compact executive car that was produced by the Swedish manufacturer Volvo
Cars from [10] to The Volvo was shown for the first time in June , and the car marked a
departure for Volvo, featuring multiple unprecedented features for the company; these included
a transverse 5-cylinder engine driving the front wheels, [11] a Delta-link rear axle, a side impact
protection system , and a self-adjusting front seat belt mechanism. Development of what would
become the series first began in The so-called Project Galaxy [12] ultimately resulted in the
Volvo , the smaller series, new manufacturing technologies as well as the Volvo Modular engine
and M Gearbox lines. When development had finished, Volvo had spent the highest sum in the
history of the country on an industrial project in Sweden. The Volvo was introduced in Europe
in June , [15] as a model year car. It was launched with the slogan "A dynamic car with four
unique innovations" [16] which referred to the newly developed five cylinder transverse engine,
the Delta-link rear axle, [17] the Side Impact Protection System SIPS , [18] and the self-adjusting
seatbelt reel for the front seats. For the , Volvo created what it called "Delta-link
semi-independent rear suspension". Volvo held a U. The automobile also has a tight turning
circle, By comparison, later large Volvos had a The estate version of the went on sale in
February , [16] on all markets. The saloon features an interior space of 2. This is slightly more
than the 2. This space is achieved by mounting the in-line 5-cylinder engine transversely from
the left to the right of the car under the hood. Beginning in , a facelift for all subsequent models
was introduced; this facelift subtly altered the visual appearance of the car, featuring new front
and rear bumpers, new headlights and indicators on the outside, and a new switchgear on the
inside. Other options during the model run included features such as traction control , leather
interior, power glass sunroof , power seats, heated seats, remote keyless entry, automatic
climate control, and automatic transmission. In , a "Platinum" edition of the Turbo was
available. The interior was fitted with leather seats and burled walnut accents. Only 1, of these
were imported for the U. In , the Turbo was rebadged as the "T For , the special limited edition
T-5R was offered, and was a commercial success, leading Volvo to produce a second run in The
engine was mated to a 4-speed automatic transmission or 5-speed manual transmission, the
latter of which was not available in the United States. The T-5R was renowned as a sleeper car;
despite its boxy, understated appearance, it boasted a drag coefficient of 0. The top speed was
electronically limited to The vehicle came standard with Pirelli P-Zero tyres, providing lateral
grip of 0. The engine tuning was co-developed with Porsche, as was the transmission and other
powertrain components. Porsche also aided in designing some of the interior, such as the
Alcantara seat inserts. These cars came as standard with nearly every feature available, only a
handful of options â€” such as heated rear seats â€” were available. On the North American
market only two options could be chosen, a trunk-mounted Alpine 6-CD changer and no-cost
16" wheels for a smoother, more comfortable ride and driveability in snow when using
all-season tires. Also included in the T-5R package was a front bumper with a lip, rear spoiler,
side skirts, polished aluminum door sills, special graphite leather and Alcantara seats, and a
black interior with deep walnut wood grain accents. Both yellow and black versions came with
the same black interior as the only choice. The T-5R has an additional badge to the left of the ""
on the trunk, referred to as "The Motorsport badge". The T-5R featured side airbags installed in
the seat cushions. The side airbags were integrated into the rest of the Volvo model line the
following year as an option, and became standard a year after that; other manufacturers soon
followed suit. The car was also fitted with an early example of daytime running lamps. Also, just
like the , it had three-point seatbelts at all five seating positions previously, cars had only a lap
belt for the center rear seat. Colour distribution was limited in some countries i. Two white, two
Aubergine and three grey T-5Rs were also produced. The white and aubergine cars were
preproduction cars whereas the grey ones were produced by special demand for the Arabian
market. Both aubergines, at least one grey and at least one white T-5R were still registered in
Sweden as late as In the spring of , Volvo introduced a new high-performance Volvo as a
replacement for the hugely successful limited edition T-5R. In the U. Cream yellow was
discontinued for the R. The saloon featured a newly designed rear spoiler; spoiler was now
standard on the estate. For a limited time in only, Volvo offered a new heavy duty manual
transmission designed specifically for the R excluding U. Furthermore, the M59 equipped cars
were fitted with the BT4 2. Due to encumbrances placed on engine volume by the Italian
government, Rs sold in Italy were based on the 2. Available as a model [45] it came only in
estate configuration, featured standard all-wheel drive and was only available on certain
markets. All cars were equipped with the new 2. Visual features included front and rear
mudflaps, the exhaust exiting on the right rear with the bumper being provisioned for dual
outlets and specific AWD badging. The Estates were driven by Rickard Rydell and Jan Lammers
and Volvo finished eighth in the Manufacturers' standings of the championship. For , TWR built
a Saloon version, with the switch from Estate to Saloon being made mainly due to changes in

BTCC regulations regarding aerodynamic aids which effectively ended any chance of the Estate
being competitive. With Rickard Rydell and Tim Harvey driving, the Saloons qualified on pole
position 12 times and won six races, with Volvo placing third in the Manufacturers
Championship. In , an improved Saloon competed in the championship with Rickard Rydell and
Kelvin Burt driving, achieving five race wins. Volvo also competed in the Super Touring
category with the across Europe and in Australia in this era. It entered the Australian Super
Touring Championship with an estate version driven by Scott in and an saloon by Brock in and
Jim Richards in Two cars were entered in the Bathurst Official website. From Wikipedia, the free
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couple of weeks ago when cleaning my Volvo I noticed that the carpet on the passenger side
was slightly wet. First supectâ€¦ the heater core! Replacing the heater core on these cars is
easier than in most other cars. It took me around 2 hours to do it. Step 1. Apply hose clamps to
the heater unit hoses in engine compartment to prevent engine coolant from going into the car.
The heater hoses are below the brake servo. Step 2. Remove left and right soundproofing
panels under the dashboard. Step 3. Bend the carpet down on both sides and then remove floor
carpet black plastic support plates Push them slightly back and then outwards. Step 4. Step 5.
Remove the evaporator drain hose and put it to the side for easier access to the heater core.
Step 6. Undo the 4 screws holding the heater unit cover. Screws marked with A are T25 and the
ones with B are T Step 7. Using a T25 undo the heater unit pipes flange screw. Before you undo
this, be sure to put something under the flange to catch any coolant that runs out. I placed a
plastic bag to catch the coolant and guarantee that my car stay as dry as possible. Step 8.
Detach the pipes from the heater unit. Then detach the heater unit and cover by pulling to the
rear toward the gear selector lever and twisting them slightly up at the same time. When the
heater unit is free of the upper part of the climate control system it can be removed to the side.
Step 9. With the heater core out of the car, remove the 4 screws â€” T15 tor marked in red below
that hold it to the heater core cover. Step The new heater core comes with a new sponge tape
that needs to be glued to the heater core, as shown in the picture. Now that you have the new
heater core ready to be installed, place it in the cover and tighten the 4 T15 screws in the bottom
of the cover Reversal to step 9. Back in the car, remove the old o-rings from both alluminium
pipes and replace them with the new ones. Be sure that when you do it the heater core pipes are
aligned with the holes on the heater core. It might be difficult to place them in at a later stage.
Reversal to step 8. Tighten the 4 screws that hold the heater core cover in place two on each
side â€” reversal to step 6. Thighten the heater core pipes flange screw. Top up coolant. Fill the
cooling system through the expansion tank. The total coolant capacity is approximately 7. Start
the engine, let it reach operating temperature and top up the coolant if necessary. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. What is the car brand treated in this site? Necessary cookies are absolutely
essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures
basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any
personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to
function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other
embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user

consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Removing the dashboard lower panel
confirmed that it was faulty, so it was time to replace it. Required new parts â€” New heater
core. Reversal to step 8 Step Re-install the evaporator drain hose Step Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Just another WordPress Theme by Themekraft.
This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but
you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. There is nothing time sensitive about this, so take your time.
Apply a dab of anti-seize to the thread. Be careful not to get any of that grease between the
electrodes. Another suggestion I heard was using a vacuum cleaner to remove any dust before
installing the new plug. Install the new plug. Be careful on this step; stripping the threads here
is one of the worst places to do it on a car. I found it easier to do one plug at a time â€” i. I
started with the 5 plug which is by far the hardest to reach and pull out. Unless you have very
slender and dexterous fingers â€” I had to use a pliers to pull 5 out. Put the black cover back on.
I used some WD40 to clean the rust off the torx screws before reinstalling. Volvo Spark Plug
Gaps can be 0. I like to blow out the dust in the plug wells with a n air hose or you can just blow
thru a straw but it will get in your face. It keeps any abrasive sand or rust particles out of your
cylinders and then your oil. Please help out my spark plugs are completely frozen in place.
Ideas please. I have a volvo s70 GLT that need a tune up and I wanted to know at what lbs. Way
to go! Easy to repair with a couple of zip ties. Your site helped out alot. Changed the plugs,
wires today and it runs good. The only problem I had was the rubber part that goes over the
plug seperated from the plug when I pulled the wire off. In turn I tore it to pieces as I had to use
a needle nose to pull that rubber part off the plug. Just updated the difference between Bosch
vs Not much of a difference IMHO. On your pic of the firing order you have it wrong, firing order
goes like this and the GAP is 0. Excellent tutorial!. Just did a tune up on my 98 V70XC. One
comment â€” on turbo engines, take off the turbo to intercooler pipe that runs over the top of
the head by the No. Easy to remove and install, just hose clamps on the rubber hoses on each
end, plus the 10 mm bolt on the bracket above the engine. Put a rag in the exposed turbo outlet
port with the hose off to prevent dropping anything in there. No problems getting the new plugs
to thread down in the wells, just put them into the rubber insert plug socket with two short shaft
extensions and lowered away. Also light smoke coming out of dipstick. I left the black cover off
of the valve cover to monitor the oil easy access to plugs. Plugs were recently changed and
gapped accordingly. Car is running rough in low gear and check engine light is on. Misfire in
cylinder 1. Cleaned oil off of the plug threads in cylinders 1, 2 and 3. Any suggestions as to
what is causing my misfire in cylinder 1? The idea is the rubber hose will slip on the top of the
plug before it will strip your valve cover. I have done this a times on several cars and it works
like a charm every time. Thanks so much for this post. I used it for my S60 T5 and it worked like
a charm! I agree that the photographs make all the difference and I appreciate the fact that you
took the time to put this together. The spark plugs will be easier to put in and take out if the
spark plug socket has a foam rubber liner that grips the plugs by the insulator. No slim fingers
needed. But as for that 5th plug i suggest getting one of those magnets that you can extend and
reach down into tight places with. My friend had one available and it worked like a charm! Those
are just my guesses. Dennis, I updated this tutorial at the top to point you and others to the
tutorial for cars with coils. One person squished a few wires during the plastic valve cover
installation causing a no-start condition because the brown wire leading to the CPS is
squished!!! Make sure you tuck all wiring down away from the bolt holes! Thanks so much and
the pics really do help! You rock! I appreciate your time and energy spent to put this online.
Thanks, that was great, worked well. Do you have an example for back brakes? Thanks so much
again Vin Park. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
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Recalibration has to be done whenever the windshield is replaced. See URL for a Volvo list. I
really appreciate this. Awesome Job!!! Thank you for posting. Very Helpful tut. Thanks a lot.
Thanks for the tutorial! My husband was able to fix the problem with ease. Awesome tutorial!! I
followed the steps and it was a total breeze!!! Harbor Freight has the magnet tool with
extension. Outstanding tutorial!! Make job easily understandable, pictures really help. Thanks
so much!! First off this was a great help. I did it with a friend of mine and had no trouble at all.
Great tutorial and very helpful! Thanks for posting it. Spark plugs changed! Very helpfulâ€¦. The
pics make all the difference. Related Posts. Go to mobile version. The mount has been a
continual sore spot among owners of these models as the mount often fails in as little as 10,
miles, resulting in an alarming knock when accelerating or shifting gears. Generally the lower
contact area where the center rubber bushing attaches to the outer housing will shear and
break free from the outer housing, but at first glance it will appear intact. Take a closer look and
have someone grab the oil filler cap and rock the engine back and forth and look for signs of
separation. We offer standard replacements as well as HD polyurethane upgraded versions. All ,
S70, C70 and V70 models as well as most S60, S80, V70 and XC 90 models use anti sway bar
end links with ball joint connections. These have proven to be short lived in the Volvo
application and routinely wear out and begin knocking and clunking in as little as 10, miles of
use. If left unattended, the links can break, disconnecting the anti sway bar from the chassis,
resulting in very poor handling response and random clunks and knocks. Ipd developed a
heavy duty version of the endlink and they have quickly become one of our best selling
upgrades for these models. Ipd developed a heavy duty version of the strut mount using a
stronger more durable rubber that comes with a 2 year warranty and is considered a must do
upgrade any time you have the front struts apart. All , S70, C70 and V70 models as well as most
S60, S80, V70 and XC 90 models use a plastic gas cap door hinge that commonly fails at around
60, miles or so. We located a source for an upgrade version that uses a stronger plastic material
and it costs less than the original Volvo replacement. When this part fails and it does on a
regular basis the car can no longer be driven unless the driver happens to know that there is an
emergency override button that can be pressed to allow the shifter to be moved. Fortunately,
the shift interlock micro-switch is fairly easy to replace. The most common cause is related to
an internal failure of the module that causes it to erroneously report an error for a faulty right
rear wheel sensor. You replace the sensor and fins that you still have the problem! All , S70, C70
and V70 models as well as most S60, S80, V70 and XC 90 models use a large rubber washer
under the oil filler cap to provide a leak proof seal, which it does well until it ages and becomes
rock hard. Prevent this by replacing the 80 cent oil cap seal at every other oil change. All , S70,
C70 and V70 models as well as most S60, S80, V70 and XC 90 models use a complicated
crankcase vent system to prevent the build u of pressure inside the engine. Once the system
plugs up, crankcase pressure builds high enough to cause oil to be forced past engine seals
resulting in oil leaks around the engine. Another problem with this system is the many small
vacuum lines used become brittle and crack, rendering the system inoperable as well as
causing idle and drivability issues. We offer a wide variety of high quality replacement,
maintenance and restoration car parts plus our own line of heavy duty and performance
products. Not many others can match our knowledge and dedication to providing the very best
customer service in the market. We have a physical location, live customer service agents you
can call and extensive inventory so we can ship products to you quickly. Our customer and
vehicle first approach means that your experience is our first priority. We have truly hassle-free
returns and provide do-it-yourself DIY guides and videos for many of our products. Local: All
trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective trademark holders. Oil Filler
Cap Seal Failure All , S70, C70 and V70 models as well as most S60, S80, V70 and XC 90 models
use a large rubber washer under the oil filler cap to provide a leak proof seal, which it does well
until it ages and becomes rock hard. These tips are great! I've already dealt with half the
conditions you reported on my 98 S It's good to know the symptoms so I can get the right parts
from ipd. I have a nuisance engine oil leak that seems to be coming from the dipstick tube. Is
there a joint or seal at the bottom of the dipstick tube that needs repair? I love that you have
located a fuel door hinge that is a direct factory replacement. My fuel door hinge broke and I
was able to use the ipd hinge for a perfect fit! The stronger material chosen did not allow me to
easily punch the plastic pins free from their molded position and expand the collet feature
behind the sheet metal. I was able to drill out the broken pins and secure the hinge with
stainless steel sheet metal screws for a nice touch and improved appearance. I can't believe the
Mass Airflow sensor isn't on this list! I've had 3 Volvos in this group and all have had this unit
go, and its an easy DIY repair. Some problems my mechenic has been struggling with were all
explained. MAF sensors are common failures on non-turbo models. This is due to the

thermostat in the air filter housing failing and causing hot air to flow through the MAF all the
time. This cooks the MAF. Turbo models do not have the thermostat. And it appears that my
engine mount has gone bad. Another common failure are the vacuum line elbows. And I think
my MAF is bad as well. I bought a volvo glt and realize that the horn doesn't work. I checked the
horn fuse and it still doesn't blow. What can be the problem? The 's horn contacts are a major
issue as well. IPDs kit is perfect and easy to install. Dealer wanted dollars to replace entire
steering wheel. I have a 99 V70 and have had an engine vibration with a rumble like sound when
in gear only while stopped. I have replaced both upper and lower as well as the passenger side
engine mounts. What else could cause this symptom? Possibly the notorious throttle body
issue. I have A 95 turbo. My problem is that the warning bell and lower interior light comes on
when hitting bumps or turning to extreme right. I have removed warning bell from fuse block but
light still comes on. Ant ideas on how or what to fix? Thursday, September 10, PM - "J". I think I
have 4 of those going on, lol. Engine mount is on that list soon, too. I have a ridiculous jingling
noise that may or may not be from the sway bar end links Hope that's what it is, so I know what
to fix! Sunday, September 20, PM - "J". I have an 96 r and the dash makes quite a bit of noise
and seems to shake as I drive down any road. Any ideas on how to fix this problem? Thursday,
September 24, PM - "G". I tried tightening the bolts to hold the dash but after three times of that
nonsense, Lucky it didnt hit the wiring harness. A piece of sheet metal will protect the wiring
harness as you drill. Now, lots of bumps and not a peep. Sunday, September 27, PM - "G". Your
site is great! The car starts up all the time fine but if I run into a store and come out and then
restart the car it starts and dies with or without putting my foot on the gas pedal,if I wait a few
minutes it then starts??? Can't really count on the car! Also have charging light coming on then
from miles it goes off-guess it is the alternator-for the home mechanic it seems impossible to
get it out-how do you remove the power steering pump -there is no room for a wrench!!
Tuesday, September 29, PM - "S". I had most of these issues with my Turbo, which I love!
You're right on the money. Keep up the good work! Wednesday, September 30, PM - "O". All of
your stuff is great and I have had some of the problems with my r, but there are a few things that
you left out. The motor that operates the gas door on mine stopped opening, but there is a loop
just inside the trunk where you get to the bulbs for the right tail lights that will open it. Also
there should be a fix for the rear brakes that always squeal after miles. Great List! I've had at
least 3 of these on my v Still haven't found the transmission dipstick Fantasatic site!!! I have a
few questions ragarding my Volvo wagon. Last winter, on cold mornings, I would have to crank
the heck out of the car to get it started. When I finnaly would get it started, it would let out a puff
of black smoke unburnt fuel. In March, the catalytic converter burnt out, just before the cat'
went I was experiencing heavy misfiring on four out of five cylinders. My mechanic told me that
the engine was junk, that the motor was building pressure because the rings were worn out.
After I replaced the cat' the car would run fine, but randomly chatter and shake like it was
running on two or three cylinders so bad that I sometimes could not better 20 MPH. The car
would also leak about a quart and a half of oil a day. Long story short, I currently trying to repair
the car. The oil cap seal was stretched, and I found out that oil got into the distributor cap, and
internally "cooked" the distributor. The tube is competely sealed shut with carbon. Befor all of
this, the car ran mint, never missed a beat. The car has , miles on it nothing for a Volvo motor. I
am thinking that the motor is fine. I don't want to replace the gaskets if they are ok, but I also
don't want to have to take the motor back out again if the gaskets are bad. Repairs to my '96
sedan: transmission gate forks. I have a 98 V70R. I have used IPD for the following repairs: shift
knob, tail gate, wheel camber, drivers door switches, brake light switch, hoses, spark plugs,
propeller shaft, strut insulators, turbo control valve, ignition coil, MAP sensor, timing belt,
vaccum hoses, coolant tank, coolant hoses, thermostat, drivers half shaft, plus an ECU
upgrade, strut tower bar, any probably ten things I'm forgeting. I think I qualify to be a certified
mechanic on the series. Currently the car stops running for no identifiable reason so I will be
replacing the camshaft position sensor and ignition module. After that its off to the junk yard, or
weapons practice. I have a 95 GLT with k miles computer stored , since the odometer broke.
This site is the best and I always come here first even after being to all the other more common
"performance" sites which only have a few select things of interest and are usually out of stock
or not made anymore. Thanks IPD! I have a S60 AWD its a great running and driving car but
when the car goes through a decent amount of water or slush I get a loud squeal while the car is
moving once the road drys up the squeal goes away. Great site alot of good info. Awsome cite. I
just have one thing to add. S70,GLT - My son has a The drivers door suddenly won't open. I'm
about ready to take it to a body shop to have it dismantled from the inside to figure out the
problem. Any ideas. Wednesday, October 6, PM - "T". At Rick B. The problem with your
passenger door is that their is a small plastic piece attached to your door lock assembly that
breaks very easily. When you remove the door panel and remove the lock assembly you'll

notice this 1in piece has broken when moving it from lock to unlock position. You can fabricate
a piece out of plastic, sheet metal, etc. Chances are you'll have to buy the whole assembly if
you don't attempt the fix yourself. Thursday, October 21, PM - "J". Wednesday, November 10,
AM - "J". I have a GLT which I have owned since new. When starting the car in the morning the
car won't go over 15mph and hesitates,stutters etc. After about 10 minutes it starts to go 35 to
40mph. After about 20 minutes worrying about a collision it will gradually statr o increase the
speed to where it will go 70 on the highway but still sputtering now and then. This happens
every day. I took it to the best Volvo mechanic where I have been going for years. There are no
codes coming up ad they recently cleaned the throttle plate, put in new spark plugs and tested a
new sensor. Nothing seems to work to fix the problem any ideas? Saturday, December 11, PM "J". I think that is absolutely wonderful these aftermarket parts available. It just proves Volvo
engineering is sub-par. That is a lot of take-home pay and is too much for modern
transportation. I will be moving more towards Japanese manufacturers. Wednesday, January 5,
PM - "H". I agree with Jeff - not thinking of buying another volvo and will also be looking at
Japanese manufacturers. NYE the transmission just completely died. And I was researching
most common junking reasons for the v I have year. Monday, March 28, PM - "L". Could the
problem be clogged pipes inside the oil pan. Sunday, April 10, PM - "R". I just got my volvol
wagon 97 T 5 and my radiator has a leak on the plastic right site a have stop. Leakbut i dont
know if i should put it in the veicle. I have worked in Volvo dealers for the passed 18 years and
experienced a lot of customers with , C,S,V70 with 10valve and 20 valve engines engine light on.
Fault codes say MAF,boost pressure sensor,baro sensor and long term fuel trim f
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aults. I remove the lamp, move the front panel to access the earth terminal, grind away the paint
and replace the bolt. Also found it improved startying and performance. You may want to
include to you list of things; heat sensitive door lock failure and PNP issues. These are constant
problems for my S My passenger door never locked. One day it suddenly lock and now I can get
it unlocked. I have to remove the inside door panel to get it unlock in order to replace the
locking mechanism. Not an easy task. If you have door locking issues, I recommend you replace
them while it's easy, before a door get permanently stuck closed. I have to turn my key on
almost all the way without starting it and run my shifter from park to low really fast at least 20
times to clean the contacts. So far, it's just been annoying. Thanks for all the other info. Good
stuff. Contribute to the Community! We're looking for comments that are interesting, helpful,
substantial and informative. Comment on this article.

